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Silicon heterojunction solar cells with eﬀectively
transparent front contacts
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We demonstrate silicon heterojunction solar cells with microscale eﬀectively transparent front contacts
(ETCs) that redirect incoming light to the active area of the solar cell. Replacing standard contact
electrodes by ETCs leads to an enhancement in short circuit current density of 2.2 mA cm

2

through

mitigation of 6% shading losses and improved antireﬂection layers. ETCs enable low loss lateral carrier
transport, with cells achieving an 80.7% ﬁll factor. Furthermore, dense spacing of the contact lines allows
for a reduced indium tin oxide thickness and use of non-conductive, optically optimized antireﬂection
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coatings such as silicon nitride. We investigated the performance of ETCs under varying light incidence
angles, and for angles parallel to the ETC lines ﬁnd that there is no diﬀerence in photocurrent density
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with respect to bare indium tin oxide layers. For angles perpendicular to the ETC lines, we ﬁnd that the
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external quantum eﬃciency (EQE) always outperforms cells with ﬂat contact grids.

Introduction
Solar energy is the most abundant energy source on our planet,
and harvesting this resource for large scale electricity generation has been transformed by mass-manufactured silicon
photovoltaics. Silicon solar cells lead the photovoltaic market
and the price decline for silicon photovoltaic modules has
brought us to the point where the module cost constitutes only
a minority of the overall cost of a photovoltaic system, placing
a premium on eﬃciency increases as a means to leverage
further cost reduction. However, many aspects of silicon
photovoltaic technology are maturing, so avenues to meaningful cell eﬃciency increases are becoming increasingly diﬃcult
to realize. The most eﬃcient silicon solar cell technology today
is the silicon heterojunction (SHJ)1 which is composed of a highlifetime crystalline silicon wafer coated with amorphous silicon
thin lms allowing extremely low surface recombination and
selective carrier collection, yielding in turn a high open circuit
voltage. Charge carriers that are collected at the front surface
need to be transported laterally to the edge of the cell which is
then connected to the next cell. As the lateral conductivity of
amorphous silicon is too low to allow for good lateral carrier
transport, a transparent conductive oxide (TCO) has to be used
on the front surface (sun facing side) in addition to a metal grid
in order to transport the extracted charge carriers without
excessive series resistance losses. The metal grid usually covers
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around 6% of the active area and therefore leads to losses in
short circuit current due to shading.2 A small fraction of these
losses is recovered by total internal reection at the encapsulation layer3 but shading still signicantly contributes to the
current loss. The TCOs employed to reduce series resistance
lead to parasitic absorption and decrease the current further. In
order to circumvent these losses, interdigitated back contacts
(IBCs) were developed. The charge carriers of both polarities are
collected at the rear side of the solar cell which is the side that is
facing away from the sun. Moving all electrical contacts to the
back comes with the benet to omit metal grid lines and TCO at
the front of the solar cell and therefore optimizes the front
surface for optimal optical performance. The highest power
conversion eﬃciency for silicon photovoltaics of 26.3% was
achieved using silicon heterojunction solar cells with IBCs.4
Although IBCs can be considered as the best option in terms of
optical performance, they are more diﬃcult and expensive to
fabricate and a front contact scheme with similar optical
properties would be more desirable. Therefore tremendous
research eﬀort has been devoted to the development of more
transparent TCOs,5–10 metal grids with improved shape,11–16
nanomaterial contacts,17–22 sophisticated encapsulation layer
geometries23–25 and other approaches.26,27 In most of these
approaches, improved transparency comes at the cost of
reduced electrical performance as the sheet resistance
increases. Recently, we have developed microscale eﬀectively
transparent contacts (ETCs) that redirect the incoming light to
the active area due to their triangular cross-section. These ETCs
exhibit transparency of up to 99.9% and sheet resistance less
than 5 U sq 1.28 In this manuscript we report on the integration
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of eﬀectively transparent contacts with silicon heterojunction
solar cells and experimentally nd that the current density can
be increased by 2 mA cm 2 while achieving 80% ll factor. In
contrast, nanowire networks18,20 that provide low sheet resistance to obtain similar ll factors exhibit parasitic plasmon
absorption that inherently limits their eﬀective transparency to
94%. Microscale grids with at shape exhibit shading losses
corresponding to their geometric coverage.28 The mesoscale
contacts presented in this manuscript provide an unprecedented combination of low sheet resistance and near unity
eﬀective transparency demonstrated on a realistic solar cell and
fabricated with a scalable process.
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Experimental
Ray optical simulations of silicon heterojunction solar cells with
diﬀerent antireection coatings and contact layouts were performed using Synopsis LightTools. The spectral and angle
dependent transmission of light into the crystalline silicon
without contacts were determined using PV Lighthouse's OPAL
2.29 The front surface was set to be planar and custom n-k data
which was previously determined by ellipsometry was used as
an input for the amorphous silicon, indium tin oxide (ITO) and
silicon nitride. Literature values were used for the crystalline
silicon30 and the silicon dioxide.31 Reection, parasitic absorption in the amorphous silicon, ITO, silicon nitride and silicon
oxide and transmission into silicon was determined for angles
of incidence between 0 and 89 and these values were used as
input parameters for the ray optical simulations.
Silicon heterojunction (SHJ) solar cells were prepared in the
same way as described by S. Y. Herasimenka et al.32 The solar
cells had textured back surfaces and at front surfaces and were
fabricated on 270 mm thick 4 inch wafers. These cells were cut to
1.4 cm  1.4 cm pieces and 7 mm  7 mm ITO patches dened
the active area. Therefore, between diﬀerent solar cells from the
same wafer the only diﬀerence in the process was the preparation of the contact layer, potential annealing steps and deposition of antireection coatings. Five wafers that yielded
approximately 30 solar cells each were prepared throughout the
course of this project. The results were reproducible and similar
for diﬀerent wafers.33 In this paper we report the results from
our h wafer, which benetted from our optimized process
conditions. Half of the cells of each wafer were prepared with
a layer of 70 nm ITO, the other half with a thinner ITO layer. The
cells described in this paper featured an ITO layer of 22 nm. This
thickness allowed for optimized dual and triple junction anti
reection coatings. However, we also obtained ll factors of up
to 73% for cells with only 9 nm ITO. Flat contacts were fabricated by a standard screen printing process with silver paste.
Eﬀectively transparent contacts were prepared using imprint
lithography. Using two-photon lithography triangular crosssection polymer lines were written on silicon substrates. The
width of the triangle was 4.5 mm, height 15 mm and period 80 mm.
The lines were written to be up to 10 mm long. These samples
were used as a mold for the preparation of a PDMS stamps. The
PDMS stamps were cut open on both sides of the line grid and put
in isopropanol for 6–12 hours in order to obtain a favorable
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surface energy. Then, the stamp was placed on the ITO patch of
the solar cell and silver ink was inlled from the sides via capillary
action. This process ensured clean triangular cross-section silver
lines without unwanted silver residues between the lines.34
Silicon nitride was deposited in a plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) tool at 222  C, 150 W, 2.5 Torr, 26
sccm silane, 94 sccm ammonia and 575 sccm hydrogen.
The optical constants of the silicon nitride were determined
by spectroscopic ellipsometry. First, a sample layer was deposited on a silicon wafer and the layer thickness was determined
by etching part of the sample in buﬀered hydrouoric acid and
measuring the step-height using atomic force microscopy.
Then, spectroscopic ellipsometry was used to measure the
optical response between 250 and 1200 nm. The layer thickness
and ellipsometry then enabled a model-free calculation of the
nitride layer's complex index of refraction.
Current–voltage measurements were performed with
a xenon lamp and an AM 1.5 lter. The incident power was
calibrated with a certied silicon reference cell. An aperture of 5
mm  6 mm was used for all measured solar cells. This size was
chosen as it ensured to measure the largest uniform ETCs
contact pattern possible. The short circuit current density does
not depend on the aperture size. The open circuit voltage
increases with increasing aperture as the ratio between light
and dark current becomes more favorable.
Angle- and wavelength-dependent external quantum eﬃciency measurements were performed using chopped monochromated light from a Fianium supercontinuum laser and
a silicon photodiode detector, as described elsewhere. The axis
of angular rotation was aligned parallel or perpendicular to the
contact nger lines or triangular contacts.

Replacing standard grid lines by eﬀectively transparent
contacts
Silicon heterojunction solar cells with 70 nm ITO layers were
prepared. Three diﬀerent contact layouts were compared against
each other: (i) an ITO layer with a at metal grid of 6% surface
coverage, (ii) an ITO layer without any metal contact and (iii) an
ITO layer with eﬀectively transparent contacts (ETCs). Fig. 1
shows the current–voltage (j–V) characteristics of these three
devices. The black curve shows the j–V characteristics of a cell
with 70 nm ITO and a at contact grid. The short circuit current
density is 33 mA cm 2 and therefore, 2 mA cm 2 lower than the
one of a cell with only the ITO layer and no metallic contacts (blue
curve). This corresponds approximately to the 6% shading of the
contact grid. The active area of the measured cells was 5 mm  6
mm. Therefore, a metal contact grid is necessary to provide good
lateral transport and cells with only ITO exhibited a low ll factor
(59.3%) as can be seen from the blue curve. ETCs on top of the
ITO layer (red curve) lead to short circuit current densities
comparable to those for cells without any metal contact, which
agrees with our previously reported eﬀective contact transparency
of up to 99.9%.28 Furthermore, ll factors of up to 80.7% were
achieved. With a short circuit current density of 35.0 mA cm 2
and an open circuit voltage of 690 mV, this leads to an eﬃciency
of 19.5%. We performed Suns-Voc measurements of the same
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Current–voltage characteristics of silicon heterojunction solar
cells with three diﬀerent front contact. Inset: scanning electron
microscope image of a triangular cross-section contact line.
Fig. 1

devices in which the voltage is measured depending on the light
intensity. From these measurements the intrinsic characteristics
of a solar cell without losses e.g. through lateral transport can be
deduced.35 We obtained a pseudo ll factor of 82.0% showing
that the eﬀectively transparent contacts provide excellent lateral
conductivity.
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Simulated transmission into the silicon substrate for diﬀerent
contact designs and antireﬂection coatings.

Fig. 2

through in the shorter wavelength regime but more photons
with wavelength longer than around 600 nm. In order to
understand this result it must be noted that the ITO we used
here (n-k data was measured by ellipsometry) showed low
absorption for short wavelength. With an antireection coating
of 22 nm ITO/43 nm silicon nitride/67 nm silicon oxide

Replacing TCOs by optimized antireection coatings
One major advantage of ETCs is that their close spacing allows
for reduction or even omission of the TCOs that cause parasitic
optical absorption. We obtained ll factors of up to 77.2% with
only 22 nm-thick ITO and 73.3% with 9 nm-thick ITO. These
values are lower than for the thicker ITO because this layout is
more sensitive to imperfections: whereas a 70 nm-thick ITO
layer can bridge small discontinuities in the lines, cells with
thin ITO depend on very good metal grid quality which we think
can be achieved in an automated process.
We performed optical simulations of the photon transmission into the crystalline silicon in a SHJ solar cell as
explained in the method section. Our aim in these simulations
is to specically demonstrate the properties of the contact and
antireection properties without taking into account other
properties of the silicon solar cell such as its thickness, back
side texture, other light trapping measures or internal quantum
eﬃciency. Fig. 2 shows the spectrum of the light transmitted
into the silicon through the metal contacts, the antireection
coatings and the amorphous silicon. Diﬀerent antireection
coatings and contact layouts are compared with each other: the
standard coating without any contacts (70 nm-thick ITO) is
shown in blue, 70 nm ITO and a at contact layout is shown in
black and 70 nm ITO and ETCs is shown in red. A cell with ETCs
and an antireection coating consisting of 22 nm ITO/67 nm
silicon nitride or 22 nm ITO/43 nm silicon nitride/67 nm silicon
oxide is shown in green and purple respectively. The curve for
bare 70 nm ITO and ETCs matches closely while the standard
at contacts show lower transmission. An antireection coating
that consists of 22 nm ITO and 67 nm would let less photons

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

Fig. 3 Measured (a) 1-reﬂection and (b) external quantum eﬃciency
for cells with diﬀerent front contacts and diﬀerent antireﬂection
coatings.
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transmission is enhanced between 300 nm and 450 nm and
beyond 600 nm.
The plotted quantity corresponds to the photon ux transmitted through the top layers into the crystalline silicon. We can
denote a maximum current density which would be achieved if all
transmitted photons were absorbed and generated one collected
electron hole pair. In reality, not all photons will be absorbed,
mostly due to incomplete light trapping and carrier collection for
photons with energy close to the band gap of the silicon. Therefore, we expect the experimental external quantum eﬃciency to be
diﬀerent from this theoretical limit, exhibiting a sharp drop for
long wavelengths (cf. Fig. 3). Nonetheless, in order to quantitatively
compare the properties of diﬀerent contact geometries and antireection coatings, it is instructive to calculate a theoretical short
current density for the case in which all photons that transmit
through the contact and antireection layers into the silicon are
absorbed and contributed an electron hole pair.
We obtain maximum current densities of 36.0 mA cm 2 for
70 nm of ITO without any contact, 35.9 mA cm 2 for 70 nm with
ETCs and 33.8 mA cm 2 for 70 nm ITO with standard contacts.
A contact that features 22 nm ITO/67 silicon nitride and ETCs
transmits photons corresponding to a current density of 37.2
mA cm 2, 22 nm ITO/43 nm silicon nitride/67 nm silicon
dioxide leads to a transmission of photons that correspond to
a current density of 38.2 mA cm 2. This shows that in addition
to the gain from reduced shadow loss, ETCs can enable further
current enhancement of around 2 mA cm 2 because they allow
for non-conductive antireection coatings.
Fig. 3a shows the result from measurements of the wavelength dependent reectance for samples with diﬀerent antireection coatings and contact layouts. A cell with a bare ITO
front contact is shown in blue, a cell with ITO and at screen
printed contacts in black, a cell with ITO and ETCs in red and
a cell with 22 nm ITO/ETCs/67 nm silicon nitride is shown in
green. As expected from the optical simulations the reectance
of a cell with 70 nm ITO is barely aﬀected by adding ETCs.
Unsurprisingly, adding at contacts increases the reectance.
Using an antireection coating of 22 nm ITO and 67 nm silicon
nitride decreases the reectance signicantly for wavelengths
greater than 600 nm as well as for short wavelengths as predicted by optical simulations.
We also performed external quantum eﬃciency (EQE)
measurements for these cells. Fig. 3b shows the EQE for a cell
with a bare ITO front contact (blue curve), a cell with ITO and
at screen printed contacts (black curve), a cell with ITO and
ETCs (red curve) and a cell with 22 nm ITO/ETCs/67 nm silicon
nitride. Bare ITO and ITO with ETCs gives similar results while
at contacts give a lower EQE over the whole spectrum as one
would expect. If the 70 nm ITO is replaced by 22 nm ITO and 67
silicon nitride we observe lower absorption for shorter wavelengths and higher absorption for longer wavelengths. This is
expected from the simulation of the transmission through the
front contacts and also from the data of Fig. 3a.
Table 1 summarizes the short circuit current density (jsc), the
open circuit voltage (Voc), the ll factor (FF) and the eﬃciency
(h) for the SHJ solar cells with diﬀerent front contacts and
antireection coatings.
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Table 1 Summary of the eﬃciency (h), open circuit voltage (Voc), short
circuit current density (jsc) and ﬁll factor (FF) for silicon heterojunction
solar cells with diﬀerent contact layouts

Voc (mV)
jsc (mA cm 2)
FF (%)
h (%)

70 nm ITO/
at contacts

70 nm
ITO

70 nm ITO/
ETCs

22 nm ITO/
ETCs/67 nm SiNx

693
33.0
79.0
18.1

697
35.4
59.3
14.6

690
35.0
80.3
19.5

687
35.6
73.8
18.1

Angular performance of ETCs
Simulations and measurements of the angle dependent transmission of ETCs compared to at contacts or bare ITO layers
show a spectrally broad and surprisingly angle-insensitive
response. Fig. 4a–d show the simulated transmission of
photons into the crystalline silicon absorber layer for SHJ solar
cells with (a) bare ITO, (b) ITO with at contacts, (c) ITO and
ETCs where the angle b is varied parallel to the grid lines and (d)
ITO and ETCs where the angle a is varied perpendicular to the
grid lines. A bare ITO contact shows greater transmission for

Fig. 4 a)–(d) Simulated transmission into silicon and (e)–(h) measured

external quantum eﬃciency depending on the angle of incidence and
wavelength for front contacts with (a and e) bare ITO, (b and f) ITO and
ﬂat contacts, (c and g) ETCs (angle varied parallel to the lines) and (d
and h) ETCs (angle varied perpendicular to the lines).
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Conclusion

Measured angle dependence of the external quantum eﬃciency for diﬀerent front contact designs at 600 nm incident photon
wavelength.

Fig. 5

increasing angle over a major part of the wavelength spectrum
as the thickness of the ITO is optimized for optimal antireection properties under normal incidence. Therefore a deviation
from normal incidence increases the reection and lowers the
transmission. If a at contact grid is assumed, the overall
transmission drops for all wavelengths. If ETCs are assumed,
and the angle is varied parallel to the contact lines a similar
behavior as for bare ITO is observed.
We also performed angle and wavelength dependent EQE
measurements of SHJ solar cells. These are shown in Fig. 4e–h;
(e) a bare ITO front contact, (f) ITO with at contacts and (g and
h) ITO with ETCs where the angle was scanned parallel and
perpendicular to the contact lines respectively. For all cells we
obtain low EQE for all angles for the shortest and longest
wavelength as already observed at normal incidence. ITO with
at contacts give an overall lower EQE. The EQE of ETCs where
the angle is varied parallel to the contact lines is similar to the
case with bare ITO.
Fig. 5 shows the angle dependent EQE for incident photons
with a wavelength of 600 nm. The angle dependence of the EQE of
a cell with bare ITO front contact is shown in blue. The EQE
decreases with increasing angle of incidence as the thickness of
the ITO is optimized to provide optimal antireection properties
for photons with normal incidence. The EQE dependence of a cell
with ITO and ETCs where the angle is varied parallel to the ETCs
(angle b in Fig. 5) is shown as dashed red curve. The curve follows
the behavior of pure ITO. Changing the angle perpendicular to the
ETCs (a in Fig. 5) leads to a slight drop in EQE beyond 40 angle of
incidence as seen by the solid red curve. However even with light
incident perpendicular to the ETCs, the EQE is always higher than
for a cell with at contacts (black curve in Fig. 5). These results
show that there is no reduction in acceptance resulting from the
ETCs for angles of incidence parallel to the ETCs and only minor
reduction for angles of incidence perpendicular to the ETCs
beyond 40 . In a eld of photovoltaic modules, angle dependent
EQE losses might be avoided by mounting the modules such that
the lines are oriented horizontally.
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We have demonstrated eﬀectively transparent contacts (ETCs)
that enhance the short circuit current density of SHJ solar cells
by avoiding shadow losses. Furthermore, these contacts can be
placed close together such that more optimal non-conductive
antireection coatings can be used. ETCs feature an acceptance angle range similar to that for bare antireection coatings
if the incidence angle plane is parallel to the contact lines.
Perpendicular to the contact lines the external quantum eﬃciency starts dropping oﬀ for angles beyond 40 .
Eﬀectively transparent contacts represent a general
approach to light management, and are not limited to a specic
solar cell technology. Advanced printing technologies may
enable a pathway to scale-up for use with mass-manufactured
photovoltaics. We have previously demonstrated ETC printing
on top of textured Si surfaces, suggesting a path to ETC contact
use with textured Si solar cells.28 The challenge is to prepare
a stamp that prevents ink from owing in between the lines
while being stiﬀ enough to maintain shape. Due to their close
spacing, ETCs could in principle also allow omission of TCO
thin lms altogether as it is also the case for other micro- and
nanogrids. Thus we can anticipate that optimized ETC designs
could add more than 2 mA cm 2 additional short circuit density
to a variety of state-of-the art front-contacted cells, leading to
eﬃciency improvements of around 1% absolute.
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